
Optimism, Strength and Powerful Symbolisms. 

Christina Charokopou, THE BRITELINE® Founder and Creative Director, speaks 
to “AXIA NEWS” : «Art is the vessel on which the Artist will pass safely through 
any kind of “Symplegades”* and eventually come up wiser and more creative» 

With the life message ‘‘REINVENT YOURSELF», Christina Charokopou, 
founder & creative director of  THE BRITELINE®, is referring to every                   
new beginning in a woman’s life which might occur at any point in her life.                          
A new introspection and reassembly of her strengths and capabilities,     
especially after long periods of meditation and “isolation”, leads her           
to the reassessment of her existence and catapults her towards                                            
a “brighter future”. 

“The Eternal Women Spirit, Beauty and Power Heading Bravely to the          
Future”** is the inspiration behind the designs of the multifaceted, artistic 
fashion brand which promotes a “State of Mind” through a powerful             
symbolism. 

With studies in Sociology and History of Art in the American College of 
Greece, Christina is giving a new dimension in the fashion jewelry                
and accessories design. She saw the imposed isolation by the recent      
pandemic mainly as an opportunity for further creativity. 

Interview to Zeta Tzioti 

-Art and creativity during a pandemic crisis. Is Art in general affected          
during similar situations and on which level? 

-During similar situations we see the influence on creativity itself and on the art 
market. The imposed isolation and loneliness for the Artist is often transformed 
into creativity and this is a positive outcome. 

On the other hand comes the financial dimension  - the art product might not 
have the financial value the artist would aim or wish for because in difficult times 
the consumer behavior changes. All of the above though, finally depend on where 
and how an Artist is working, his wider socioeconomic cycle etc.  

- Tell us a few things about the Concept of your Company. 

-Τhe Artistic Fashion Brand THE BRITELINE® is a multifaceted Concept.                         
We create original collections of fashion jewelry, accessories and - shortly -   
clothing for women, which are based on our highly symbolic themes promoting          
a “State of Mind” and not a materialistic life style, like it is mostly done                    
in the fashion industry. This State of Mind exhibits the timeless values of Beauty, 
Harmony and Female Power. 

At the same time, we aim at reinventing the existing fashion design, meaning and 
presentation patterns in a qualitative way. Our Concept is carrying an important    
Message for the Contemporary Woman, which is further promoted through        
the activities of THE BRITELINE® International Organization, an organization    
for the Empowerment of Women. I would briefly name our Concept  “Art Fashion 
with a Message” - “A Meaningful Fashion Brand” 



- Art and Technology. Which is the role of technology in the communication 
of Art, like online art exhibitions, online art sales etc? 

- A very important role and this was evident long before the threat of the                               
pandemic. Technology helps not only when we are “socially distanced” where           
it can really save the day! The applications in art are many, as you already know. 

However, regarding communication, I believe that there is no substitute                     
for the human contact and for the experience we can get from the close contact 
with the works of Art! 

- Tell us about your most recent collections. 

- The collection APHRODITE REINVENTED® is followed by two new                    
collections the Yachting Line, which is composed by the themes  “Rays & Waves” 
and ”Let The Star Guide you” having already created a part of it in jewelry and 
accessories and a totally new one, which is based on our logo and is going to be 
presented gradually next year.  

- Which theme would you choose to describe the “day after” the                 
pandemic and why? 

- I would choose the theme “ALIVE”. Literally and metaphorically. Stay “ALIVE” 
physically and psychologically.  This is the most wanted in any case. This is also 
the end result of the process of Reinventing One’s Self, which is the central   
Message of the Concept APHRODITE REINVENTED® 

                                      —————————————— 

* The Symplegades or Clashing Rocks, also known as the Cyanean Rocks, were, according to 
Greek mythology, a pair of rocks at the Bosphorus that clashed together whenever a vessel 
went through. They were defeated by Jason and the Argonauts, who would have been lost 
and killed by the rocks except for Phineus' advice. Wikipedia 

* * DefiniIon of the Concept APHRODITE REINVENTED® 

Who is Who 

THE BRITELINE®- Art Fashion with A Message is an original, mulIfaceted arIsIc  
fashion brand “Made in Hellas” promoIng a “State of Mind” by creaIng                
meaningful fashion based on powerful symbolisms exhibiIng the Imeless values         
of Beauty, Harmony and Female Power.  

THE BRITELINE®  iniIal CollecIons are based on the Concept                                
APHRODITE REINVENTED® defined as "The Eternal Woman Spirit, Beauty and Power 
heading Bravely to the Future”, carrying the Message “REINVENT YOURSELF”. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Symplegades


Comprised of six themes - messages Itled "Your Compass", "Let The Star Guide you", 
"Airborne", "Reinvent Yourself”, "You and the Circle of Life" and "ALIVE",                             
the Concept is dedicated to the internal beauty and power of women as the main 
factors leading to a happy and meaningful life. The themes "RAYS and WAVES" and 
"Let the Star Guide you" make up THE BRITELINE® YachIng Line, which is inspired by 
the beauty, colors and light of the Athenian Riviera. 

With the intenIon to further communicaIng her Message, which is “dedicated to        
the women of the world”, ChrisIna also created                                                                                 
THE BRITELINE® InternaIonal OrganizaIon,  a non profit organizaIon through which 
porIon of  THE BRITELINE® meaningful fashion item sales benefits women's          
empowerment Causes and several philanthropic organizaIons.


